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SOLAR PASSIVE DESIGN 

Josh’s House is based on well-established solar passive design 
principles to ensure maximum thermal comfort year round, with 
no air-conditioning or artificial heating required. These principles 
include:

• East-west orientation with maximum glazing to the north for 
winter solar gain (shaded in summer) and minimal glazing to 
the east and west to minimise summer heat entry.

• High thermal mass materials are used on the inside of the 
buildings to absorb winter solar gain and stabilise the internal 
temperature during summer.

• High insulation value to roof, ceiling and walls to minimise 
uncontrolled heat loss/gain.

• Living areas are located on northern side of the home.
• Room windows and doors strategically located for effective 

cross ventilation. 

The Josh’s House project has carefully considered window 
treatments including curtains, blinds and shutter that are 
specifically designed to complement these solar passive design 
principles, whilst also contributing to the functionality of the home 
by assisting with light control, glare management and privacy.  

When it comes to the thermal performance of your home, window treatments are probably one of 
the most neglected and underrated part of the building process. Up to 40% of home heating and 
cooling energy is lost via the windows.
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Curtains

In the winter months during the day, the curtains 
are opened up so that sunlight passes through the 
north facing windows to warm up the concrete floor 
and internal brick walls (thermal mass). At dusk the 
curtains are drawn closed to trap this internal heat to 
keep the living areas thermally comfortable.

In the summer, the orientation of the building, 
combined with window placement means that direct 
sunlight entry into the home is minimal, however there 
are periods during late spring and early autumn where 
some sun does enter, and this is where curtains (and 
blinds) assist to help block out unwanted heat gain. 

Curtain Fabrics

The curtains were made using a block out weight curtain 
lining. The block out is achieved by coating a cotton, or 
polyester/cotton, basic base cloth with three layers of 
acrylic foam, two layers of off white and a layer of black 
in between to control the light. Acrylic was chosen as 
it has the highest resistance to UV. The coating is 
mechanically spread onto the fabric, smoothed, heat 
set and then treated with a stain resistant finish.

The face fabric used in Josh’s House is 100% polyester 
for durability but has the look of linen to suit the more 
casual look of the home. The custom made curtain 
tracks were fitted into the ceiling with a small built in 
pelmet for maximum efficiency.

Josh’s House is built on Healthy Homes (good indoor 
air quality) principles, so Australian and or New Zealand 
block out was used due to the stringent manufacturing 
standards, particularly in regard to the excessive use 
of chemicals during the manufacturing process.
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In the master bedroom a sheer on a separate track was also 
included for times when filtered light and daytime privacy is 
needed and external heat and cold is not an immediate issue. 
This also provides garden views and gives the bedroom a softer 
look and relaxed feel when required. The second track contains 
a block out lining with an extra layer of interlining cloth. This 
was included to allow maximum control over the transfer of 
temperature that may occur because of the gap between the 
two tracking systems. 

The correct curtain lining not only protects your curtains from 
harmful UV, it also insulates and reduces noise level transference. 
These noise levels can be high in areas with sufficient hard 
surfaces i.e. concrete or tiled floors, granite benches, timber 
and furniture. Textiles in these areas absorb sound, reducing the 
overall echo in a space.

All of these factors were an important consideration for a house 
containing young (and occasionally noisy) children in a living 
space that includes a kitchen, a lounge and a kid’s play area.

Curtain Fitting & Design
With the thermal performance being so integral to this project, 
the curtain fitting needed to be as accurate as possible. Curtains 
were neatly fitted to the ceiling, floor and side walls to reduce 
any amount of hot or cold air escaping.

Blinds

Blinds were used in the main living area to give some daytime, or 
evening, privacy. It provides a feeling of security for a young family, 
even if the curtains are fully open. 

Verosol silver screen blinds were chosen because of their 77% 
solar reflectance. They provide good heat and glare control, as well 
as ‘view through’ characteristics and the metallization reduces 
diffused transmission of solar radiation. The blinds are also 
antistatic so they repel dust.

The blinds are motorised for the safety and convenience of those 
with small children. They are affordable with minimal additional 
power usage. Ideally the blinds should be included as early as 
possible in the building process so can be fully intergrated into 
home automation systems for maximum efficiency.
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Shutters

Timber shutters with adjustable louvers were 
chosen for the southern rooms as they can be tilted 
in such a way so as to reduce light entry whist still 
allowing wind to pass through – two very important 
functions when balancing effective cross ventilation 
with sleeping children!  

Choosing Window Furnishings 

When trying to work out which window treatments 
are the best for your home you first need to ask the 
questions ‘Why do you need them? and ‘What you 
need them to do?’

To help you answer these questions it is a good idea 
to make a list with two columns. One side covers 
practical reasons, and the other side aesthetics. 
Don’t forget that a qualified and knowledgeable 
consultant will be able to help you marry the two 
together and come up with the best solution.

When it comes to window treatments my suggestion 
is to work with a company that is able to offer all 
alternatives and is well versed in the latest ideas 
and technology.

Curtains add more to a home than just the 
practicality, insulation and money saving. If they are 
carefully chosen, professionally made and installed, 
they undoubtedly increase your property value.

LEGEND
Rendered brick wall with insulation 
(insulation to external walls only)

Single brick wall

Stud wall with insulation

Reverse brick veneer wall with insulation
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Window pelmets and curtains 
minimises heat loss in winter 
and heat gain in summer

Sliding windows to maximise 
opening for ventilation

Insulated reverse brick wall 
construction to eastern 
wall to reduce morning heat 
infriltration in summer

Extensive glazing to northern 
side to maximise winter solar 
gain

Deciduous vines over northern 
pergola provides summer shading 
to windows while maintaining 
solar access in winter

Closed cell foil insulation to 
cavity walls to reduce afternoon 
summer heat infiltration

Honed concrete floor to northern 
rooms for internal thermal 
mass. Storing winter solar gain 
and summer coolth to regulate 
internal tempertures

Insulated stud frame walls to 
reduce summer heat infiltration 
and retain winter warmth

Argon filled double glazed 
window with thermally broken 
frame minimises winter heat 
loss

Brick internal walls for 
internal thermal mass. Storing 
winter solar gain and summer 
coolth to regulate internal 
temperatures

Sunset-Mid Winter
28 degrees 
North of West

Sunset-Mid Summer
28 degrees 
South of West Sunrise-Mid Summer

28 degrees 
South of East

Sunrise-Mid Winter
28 degrees 
North of East

Low-e coating to all external 
glass to regulate heat flow
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(Common Features to Front & Back House)
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Cooling summer breezes remove warm internal air and built up heat in the thermal mass
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